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ABSTRACT
We present an ascending-price mechanism for a multi-sided market
with a variety of participants, such as manufacturers, logistics agents,
insurance providers, and assemblers. Each deal in the market may
consist of a combination of agents from separate categories, and different such combinations are simultaneously allowed. This flexibility
lets multiple intersecting markets be resolved as a single global market. Our mechanism is obviously-truthful, strongly budget-balanced,
individually rational, and attains almost the optimal gain-from-trade
when the market is sufficiently large. We evaluate the performance
of the suggested mechanism with experiments on real stock market
data and synthetically produced data.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to automatically arrange the trade in complex
multi-lateral markets. As an example, consider a market for a certain
kind of laptop computer, and assume for simplicity that it is made
of only two components, e.g. CPU and RAM. Even in this simplified market, there may be several different categories of traders: 1.
Buyers, who are interested in a laptop; 2. Laptop producers, who
produce whole laptops; 3. CPU producers; 4. RAM producers; 5.
Constructors, who construct a laptop from its parts; 6. Transporters,
who take a laptop and bring it to an end consumer. A deal in this
market can take one of two forms:
• A buyer buys a laptop from a laptop-producer, and asks
a transporter to transport it to his/her place. This involves
traders of categories 1, 2 and 6.
• A buyer buys CPU, RAMs and a construction service, and
has the final product transported. This involves traders of
categories 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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In each category there may be many different traders, with potentially different utilities for participating in a deal. Typically, the
value of a buyer is positive and the value of a producer or serviceprovider is negative. The main questions of interest for automatically
arranging the trade is who will trade and how much they will pay
(or receive). The answers to these questions should satisfy several
natural requirements(see Section 2 for formal definitions):
(1) Individual rationality (IR): no agent should lose from participating: the amount paid by a trading agent should be at most as high
as the agent’s value (if the value is negative then the agent should
receive money). A non-trading agent should pay nothing.
(2) Weak budget balance (WBB): the total amount paid by all
agents together should be at least 0, so that the market manager
does not lose money. A stronger requirement called strong budget
balance (SBB) is that the total amount be exactly 0, i.e., the market
manager does not take away money from the market, which might
drive traders away.
(3) High gain-from-trade (GFT): the GFT is the sum of values of
all agents actively participating in the trade. For example, suppose a
certain buyer values a laptop at 1000, the laptop-producer values it
at -700 (the cost of production is 700), the CPU and RAM producers
and constructor value their efforts at -200 each, and the transporter
values the deal at -50 (the cost of transportation is 50). Then, the
GFT from a deal involving categories 1, 2, 6 is 1000 − 700 − 50 =
250, and the GFT from a deal involving categories 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 is
1000 − 200 − 200 − 200 − 50 = 350. Maximizing the GFT implies
that the latter deal is preferred.
(4) Truthfulness: the agents’ values are their private information.
We assume that the agents act strategically to maximize their utility
(assumed to be their value minus the price they pay). Truthfulness
means that such a utility-maximizing agent reports his/her true valuation. A stronger requirement called obvious truthfulness [27] is
that, for each agent, the lowest utility he may get by acting truthfully is at least as high as the highest utility he may get by acting
non-truthfully.

1.1

Previous Work

The study of truthful market mechanisms started with Vickrey [36].
He considered a market with only one category of traders (buyers),
where the famous second-price auction attains all four desirable
properties: IR, WBB, maximum GFT and truthfulness.
When there are two categories of traders (buyers and sellers), the
natural generalization of Vickrey’s mechanism is no longer WBB
— it may run a deficit. Moreover, Myerson and Satterthwaite [31]
proved that any mechanism that is IR, truthful and maximizes the
GFT must run a deficit. The way out of this impossibility paradox
was found by McAfee [28]. In his seminal paper, he presented the
first double auction (auction for a two-category market) that is IR,

WBB, truthful, and asymptotically maximizes the GFT. By asymptotically we mean that its GFT is at least (1 − 1/k ) of the optimal
GFT, where k is the number of deals in the optimal trade. Thus,
when k approaches infinity, the GFT approaches the optimum.
McAfee’s mechanism has been extended in various ways. Particularly relevant to our setting is the extension by Babaioff and
Nisan [5], with multiple categories of traders, arranged in a linear
supply chain. Their model contains a single producer category, a
single consumer category, and several converter categories. Each
deal must involve a single producer, a single consumer, and a single
agent of each converter category. In our laptop example, their model
covers either a market with the chain 1,2,6 or a market with the
chain 1,3,4,5,6, but not a market where both chains are possible. For
this model, they present a mechanism that is IR, WBB, truthful, and
attains asymptotically-optimal GFT
Recently, Gonen and Segal-Halevi [23] considered a multiplecategory market in which, like Babaioff and Nisan [5]’s market, all
deals must be of the same structure, which they call a “recipe”. Their
recipes are more general than the linear supply chains of Babaioff
and Nisan [5], since they are not restricted to a producer-convertersconsumer structure. They present auctions that are IR, SBB, truthful
and asymptotically-optimal, but only for a single-recipe market.
Comparison to other supply-chain mechanisms is presented in
Appendix A.1, and a survey of more recent works on two-sided
markets is presented in Appendix A.2.

1.2

Our Contribution

We study markets with multiple kinds of supply-chains which, following Gonen and Segal-Halevi [23], we call “recipes”. In a general
multi-recipe market, computing the optimal trade — even without strategic considerations — is MAX-SNP-hard (see Appendix
C). In particular, it is NP-hard to compute a trade that attains at
least 94/95 of the optimal GFT. Hence, it is unlikely that a mechanism that runs in polynomial time can be asymptotically-optimal.
In this paper, we focus on a special case in which the optimal
trade can be computed in polynomial-time (Section 3): the case
in which the agent categories can be arranged in a forest (acyclic
graph), and each recipe is a path from a root to a leaf in that
forest. Our laptop market corresponds to a forest with the tree:
We present a randomized ascending
1
mechanism for such markets (Section 4).
6
Our mechanism is IR, SBB and obviously3
2
4
truthful. Moreover, all these properties
5
hold universally — for every possible outcome of the randomization. The expected
GFT of our mechanism is asymptotically-optimal — it approaches
the optimum when the optimal number of deals in all recipes approaches infinity (See Section 5 for the formal statements). We
evaluate the performance of our mechanism on both real and synthetic data (see Section 6).
Our mechanism extends [23] in the setting of binary recipes,
in which each category participates in each recipe either zero or
one times. Extending [23] to handle non-binary recipes is beyond
the scope of this paper and is the topic of our current research.
Some other possible extensions of our mechanism are discussed in

Appendix D. In particular, we explain why the limitation to acyclic
graphs is economically reasonable.

2 FORMAL DEFINITIONS
2.1 Agents and Categories
A market is defined by a set of agents grouped into different categories. N is the set of agents, G is the set of agent categories,
and Nд is the set of agents in category д ∈ G. The categories are
pairwise-disjoint, that is, each agent belongs to a single category, so
N = ⊔д ∈G Nд .
Each deal in the market requires a certain combination of traders.
We call a subset of agents that can accomplish a single deal a
procurement-set (PS).
A recipe is a vector of size |G |, denoted by r := (rд )д ∈G , where
rд ∈ Z+ for all д ∈ G. It describes the number of agents of each
category that should be in each PS: each PS should contain r 1 agents
of category 1, r 2 agents of category 2, and so on. The set of recipes
available in the market is denoted by R.
In the market of McAfee [28] each deal requires one buyer
and one seller, so there is a single recipe and R = {(1, 1)}. In
our initial laptop-market example there are two recipes and R =
{(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1); (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)}. The first one corresponds to deals
with a buyer, a producer and a transporter, and the second one corresponds to deals with a buyer, a CPU producer, a RAM producer, a
constructor and a transporter. In this paper we assume that recipes
are binary, i.e., rд ∈ {0, 1} for every recipe r and every д ∈ G.
Each agent i ∈ N has a value vi ∈ Z, which represents the
material gain of an agent from participating in the trade. It may be
positive, negative or zero. In a two-sided market for a certain good,
the value of a buyer is typically positive, while the value of a seller
is typically negative and represents the cost of producing the good.
However, our model is general and allows the values of different
agents in the same category to have different signs. For simplicity,
we assume that all the vi are integer numbers, e.g., all valuations
may be given in cents. We also assume that there are publicly known
bounds on the possible valuations: for some sufficiently large V ,
−V < vi < V for all i ∈ N .
The agents are quasi-linear in money: the utility of agent i participating in some PS and paying pi is ui := vi − pi .

2.2

Trades and Gains

The gain-from-trade of a procurement-set S, denoted GFT (S ), is the
sum of values of all agents in S:
X
GFT(S ) :=
vi .
i ∈S

In a standard two-sided market, the GFT of a PS with a buyer b and
a seller s is vb − vs , since the seller’s value is −vs .
Given a market (N , G, r), a trade is a collection of pairwisedisjoint procurement-sets. I.e, it is a collection of agent subsets,
S 1 , . . . , Sk ⊆ N , such that for each j ∈ [k], the composition of
agents in S j corresponds to some recipe r ∈ R. The total GFT is the
sum of the GFT of all procurement-sets participating in the trade:
GFT(S 1 , . . . , Sk ) :=

k
X
j=1

GFT(S j )

N1

A trade is called optimal if its GFT is maximum over all trades.
The value of agent i given trade S = (S 1 , . . . , Sk ), denoted vi (S),
is either vi or 0: it is vi if i ∈ S j for some j ∈ [k], and 0 otherwise.

2.3

N1
N4

N2 N3 ∧ N4

(a)

Mechanisms

The definitions below cover only the notions used in the present
paper. For a more complete treatment of mechanisms and their
properties see [32].
A deterministic direct mechanism is a function that takes as input a
vector b containing agent bids, and returns as output a trade S(b) and
a price-vector p(b). The utility of each agent i, given a deterministic
mechanism and a bid vector b, is ui (b) := vi (S(b)) − pi (b).
A deterministic direct mechanism is truthful if the utility of every
agent i is maximized when the agent bids vi , for any fixed bids of
the other agents. Formally, for every vector b = (b1 , . . . , bn ), denote
by b|bi ←x the vector (b1 , . . . , bi−1 , x, bi+1 , . . . , bn ). A mechanism
is truthful if for every agent i and b:
ui (b|bi ←vi ) ≥ ui (b).
A deterministic direct mechanism is individually-rational (IR)
if the utility of every agent i when the agent bids vi is at least 0,
regardless of the bids of the other agents:
ui (b|bi ←vi ) ≥ 0.
A randomized direct mechanism is a lottery over deterministic
direct mechanisms. In other words, it is a mechanism in which the
functions S and p may depend not only on the bids but also on some
random variables.
A randomized direct mechanism is called universally-truthful if
it is a lottery over truthful deterministic direct mechanisms. In a
universally-truthful randomized mechanism, the utility of agent i
is maximized when the agent bids vi , regardless of the bids of the
other agents, and regardless of the random variable values. Similarly,
a randomized direct mechanism is universally-IR if it is a lottery
over IR deterministic direct mechanisms.
A mechanism is called obviously truthful if for every agent i and
vectors b, b ′ :
ui (b|bi ←vi ) ≥ ui (b ′ ).
In other words, the lowest utility the agent can get when reporting
truthfully is at least as high as the highest utility the agent can get
when reporting untruthfully, where “lowest” and ”highest” are w.r.t.
all possible reports of the other agents. This is a very strong property
that is not satisfied by non-trivial direct mechanisms. However, an
analogous property is satisfied by some sequential mechanisms.
In a deterministic sequential mechanism, at each time, an agent
has to choose an action from a prespecified set of actions. In order
to give meaning to the notion of truthfulness, we assume that the
“action” is an answer to a query on the agent’s value: at time t, the
designer presents a function qt to some agent i, and the agent is
expected to reveal qt (vi ). Our mechanisms will only use Boolean
functions such as “is vi > 2?”. Based on the agents’ answers so far,
the designer may decide to continue asking queries, or to end. When
the mechanism ends, the designer examines the vector of answers a,
and determines the trade S(a) and the price-vector p(a).
Given an answer vector a and an agent i, denote by a|ai ←x the
vector in which the answer of agent i to any function qt is qt (x )

N1

N3

N2

N 2 ∪ (N 3 ∧ N 4 )

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Examples of trees in a recipe-forest.
Table 1: an example market.
Category

Agents’ values

N 1 : buyers
N 2 : sellers
N 3 : A-producers
N 4 : B-producers

17, 14, 13, 9, 6, 2
-4, -5, -8, -10
-1, -3, -5
-1, -4, -6

(and the answers of other agents remain as in a). A deterministic
sequential mechanism is called obviously truthful if, at any step
during the execution, and for any two vectors a and a ′ consistent
with the history of answers up to the current step:
ui (a|ai ←vi ) ≥ ui (a ′ ).
In other words, the lowest utility the agent can get by answering
truthfully, according to vi , is at least as high as the highest utility he
can get by answering untruthfully.
A deterministic direct mechanism is a special case of a deterministic sequential mechanism in which there is only one step of queries
and the queries are “what is your value?”. If such a mechanism is
obviously-truthful, then it is also truthful (set a = a ′ = b in the
definition of obvious-truthfulness).
A randomized sequential mechanism is a lottery over deterministic sequential mechanisms; it is called universally obviously-truthful
if it is a lottery over obviously-truthful deterministic sequential
mechanisms.

2.4

Recipe forests

Recall that a forest is an acyclic graph, composed of one or more
trees; a rooted forest is a forest in which, in each tree, one vertex is
denoted as its root.
Definition 2.1. A recipe-set R is called a recipe-forest if there
exists a rooted forest T in which the set of nodes is G, and each
recipe r ∈ R corresponds to a path P from the root of some tree in T
to a leaf of that tree (i.e., rд = 1 for each д ∈ P and rд = 0 for each
д < P).
We use the same letter д to denote both the category index
and the corresponding node in T . As an example, the set R =
{(1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)} is a recipe-forest with a single tree shown
in Figure 1(a). The root category is N 1 . The recipe (1, 1, 0, 0) corresponds to a path from N 1 to the leaf N 2 . The recipe (1, 0, 1, 1)
corresponds to a path from N 1 through N 3 to N 4 .

3

COMPUTING OPTIMAL TRADE

We first present an algorithm for computing the optimal trade assuming all values are known. We illustrate the algorithm on the market in

Table 2: Optimal trade in that market.
Procurement sets
Buyer 17, A-producer −1, B-producer −1
Buyer 14, seller −4
Buyer 13, seller −5
Buyer 9, A-producer −3, B-producer −4

the Table 1. The algorithm is based on contracting the recipe-forest
down to a single node. Two types of contraction operations are used.
In a vertical contraction, a leaf that is a single child is combined
with its parent in the following way. Suppose the sets of agent values in the child category are v 1 ≥ v 2 ≥ . . . ≥ vmv and the agent
values in the parent category are u 1 ≥ u 2 ≥ . . . ≥ umu . Replace
the parent category by a new category with m := min(mv , mu ) values: u 1 + v 1 , u 2 + v 2 , . . . , um + vm . For example, a vertical contraction on the tree of Figure 1(a) results in the tree of Figure
1(b), where N 3 ∧ N 4 denotes the elementwise combination of N 3
and N 4 . In the Table 1 market, N 3 ∧ N 4 contains the value pairs
{(−1, −1), (−3, −4), (−5, −6)} whose values are {−2, −7, −11}.
The rationale is that the unique root-leaf path that passes through
the parent passes through its child too, and vice-versa. Therefore,
any PS that contains an agent of the parent category must contain an
agent of the child category, and vice-versa. In economic terms, these
two categories are complements. Hence, elementwise combination
of the two categories leads to a market with identical optimal GFT.
In a horizontal contraction, two sibling leaves are combined by
taking the union of their categories in the following way. Suppose the
sets of agent values in the left sibling category are v 1 , . . . , vmv and
in the right sibling category are u 1 , . . . , umu . Replace both categories
by a new category with m := mv +mu values: v 1 , . . . , vmv , u 1 , . . . , umu .
For example, a horizontal contraction on the tree of Figure 1(b) results in the tree of Figure 1(c), where N 2 ∪ (N 3 ∧ N 4 ) denotes the
combination of N 2 and N 3 ∧N 4 . In the Table 1 market, N 2 ∪(N 3 ∧N 4 )
contains the values {−4, −5, −8, −10} ∪ {−2, −7, −11} whose values
are {−2, −4, −5, −7, −8, −10, −11}.
The rationale is that, for every path from the root to one leaf
there exists a path from the root to the other leaf, and vice-versa.
Therefore, in any PS that contains an agent of one leaf-category, this
agent can be replaced with an agent from the other leaf-category. In
economic terms, these categories are substitutes. Therefore, uniting
them leads to a market with the same optimal GFT.
In any tree with two or more vertices, there is a leaf that is either a
single child or has a sibling leaf (for example, any leaf farthest from
the root). Therefore, any tree admits either a vertical or a horizontal
contraction, and it is possible to contract any tree to a single node.
For example, a vertical contraction on the tree of Figure 1(c), in the
Table 1 market, yields: {17 − 2, 14 − 4, 13 − 5, 9 − 7, 6 − 8, 2 − 10}. The
optimal trade in this market is the set of all deals with positive values,
which in this case contains four deals with values {15, 10, 8, 2}. This
corresponds to an optimal trade with k = 4 deals, shown at the Table
2.
If the forest has two or more trees, then all contracted trees can
be further combined using a horizontal contraction to a single node.
The process is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Find the optimal GFT.
Input: A set of categories G, a set of traders Nд for all д ∈ G,
and a recipe-forest R based on a forest T .
For each agent i ∈ ∪д Nд , the value vi is public knowledge.
Output: Optimal trade in the market.
1. If T has a single vertex д:
Return all agents in Nд with a positive value: {i ∈ Nд |vi > 0}
2. Else, if T has two roots without children дl and дs :
Do a horizontal contraction of дl into дs . Go back to step 1.
3. Else, if there is a leaf дl that is a single child of its parent дp :
Do a vertical contraction of дl into дp . Go back to step 1.
4. Else, there is a leaf дl with a sibling leaf дs :
Do a horizontal contraction of дl into дs . Go back to step 1.

Algorithm 2 Ascending prices mechanism.
Input: A market N , a set of categories G and a recipe-forest R.
Output: Strongly-budget-balanced trade.
1. Initialization: Let Mд := Nд for each д ∈ G.
Determine initial price-vector p:
For each non-leaf д, set pд := −V ;
For each leaf д, set: pд := −V (M AX D EPTH − D EPTH (д) + 1);
2. Using Algorithm 3, select a set G ∗ ⊆ G of categories.
3. For each д∗ ∈ G ∗ , ask each agent in i ∈ Mд∗ whether vi > pд∗ .
(a) If an agent i ∈ Mд∗ answers “no”, then
Remove i from Mд∗ and go back to step 2.
(b) If all agents in Mд∗ for all д∗ ∈ G ∗ answer “yes”, then
for all д∗ ∈ G ∗ , let pд∗ := pд∗ + 1.
P
(c) If after the increase д ∈G pд · rд = 0 for some r ∈ R, then
go on to step 4.
(d) else go back to step 3.
4. Determine final trade using Algorithm 4.

4 ASCENDING AUCTION MECHANISM
4.1 General Description
The ascending-price auction is a randomized sequential mechanism.
The general scheme is presented as Algorithm 2. For each category
д, the auctioneer maintains a price pд , and a subset Mд ⊆ Nд of all
agents that are “in the market” (that is, their value is higher than
the current price of their category). At each iteration, the auctioneer
chooses a subset of the prices, and increases each price pд in this
subset by 1. After each increase, the auctioneer asks each agent in
turn, in a pre-specified order (e.g. by their index), whether their
value is still higher than the price. An agent who answers “no” is
permanently removed from the market. After each increase, the
auctioneer computes the sum of prices of the categories in each
P
recipe, defined as: Prices-sum(r) := д ∈G pд . When this sum equals
0, the auction ends and the remaining agents trade in the final prices.
To flesh out this scheme, we need to explain (a) how the prices
are initialized, (b) how the set of prices to increase is selected, and
(c) how the final trade is determined.
(a) An important challenge in determining the prices is that the
sum of prices must be the same for all recipes r ∈ R, so that the
price-sum crosses 0 for all recipes simultaneously, and all deals are

Algorithm 3 Find a set of prices to increase.
Input: A set of categories G, a set of remaining traders Mд for
all д ∈ G, and a recipe-forest R based on a forest T .
Output: A subset of G denoting categories
whose price should be increased.
0. Initialization: For each category д ∈ G, let mд := |Mд | = the
number of agents of Nд who are in the market.
1. If T contains two or more trees,
Recursively run Algorithm 3 on each individual tree T ′ ;
Denote the outcome by IT ′ .
S
Return T ′ ∈T IT ′ .
2. Let д0 be the category at the root of the single tree.
P
Let cд0 := д′ ∈C HILDREN (д0 ) mд′ .
3. If mд0 > cд0 [or д0 has no children at all],
then return the singleton {д0 }.
4. Else (cд0 ≥ mд0 ), for each child д ′ of д0 :
Recursively run Algorithm 3 on the sub-tree rooted at д ′ ;
Denote the outcome by Iд′ .
S
Return д′ ∈child (д0 ) Iд′ .
Algorithm 4 Determine a feasible trade.
Input: A set of categories G,
a set of remaining traders Mд for all д ∈ G,
and a recipe-forest R based on a forest T .
Output: A set of PSs with remaining traders,
each of which corresponds to a recipe in R.
1. If T has a single vertex д:
Return Mд — the set of traders remaining in category д.
2. If T has two roots without children дl and дs :
Do a horizontal contraction of дl into дs . Go back to step 1.
3. Otherwise, pick an arbitrary leaf category дl ∈ T .
4. If дl is a single child of its parent дp ∈ T :
Perform a randomized vertical contraction of дl and дp .
Go back to step 1.
5. Otherwise, дl has a sibling дs ∈ T :
Perform a horizontal contraction of дl and дs .
Go back to step 1.

increase are the prices of children categories: for each child category,
Algorithm 3 is used recursively to choose a subset of prices to
increase, and all returned sets are combined. It is easy to prove by
induction that the resulting subset contains exactly one price for
each path from a root to a leaf. Therefore, all prices in the subset
are increased simultaneously by one unit, and the price-sum in all
recipes remains equal.
Consider again the tree of Figure 1(a), and suppose the numbers
of remaining traders in the four categories are 6, 4, 3, 3. Initially the
algorithm compares m 1 to m 2 + m 3 ; since the latter is larger, the
algorithm recursively checks the subtrees rooted at д = 2 and д = 3.
In the former there is only one category so it is returned; in the
latter, there is one child д = 4. Since m 3 ≤ m 4 , the child д = 4 is
selected. The final set of prices to increase is {p2 , p4 }. If the counts
were m 1 = 6, m 2 = 3, m 3 = 2, m 4 = 2 instead, then the set of prices
to increase would be {p1 }. Note that in both cases, a single price is
increased in each recipe.
The equality of price-sums is preserved by the price-increase. The
price-sum increases by 1 at each step, so at some point it reaches 0.
At that point, the auction stops.
(c) Once the auction ends, the final trade has to be computed. At
this stage, it is possible that in some recipes, the numbers of traders
remaining in the market are not balanced. In order to construct an
integer number of procurement-sets of each recipe, some agents
must be removed from the trade. The traders to remove must be
selected at random and not by their value, since selecting traders
by value might make the mechanism non-truthful. To this end, we
replace the vertical contraction operation with a randomized vertical
contraction. A leaf that is a single child is combined with its parent
in the following way. Denote the leaf and parent category by l and p
respectively, and let Mi be the set of traders remaining in category i.
Let n min := min(|Ml |, |Mp |) = the integer number of procurementsets that can be constructed from the agents in both categories. For
each д ∈ {l, p} if |Mд | > n min then choose |Mд | − n min agents
uniformly at random and remove them from Mд . Then perform a
vertical contraction with the remaining agents.
The horizontal contractions can be performed deterministically,
as no traders should be removed. The process of determining the
final trade is summarized as Algorithm 4.

4.2
simultaneously SBB. For the initial prices, this challenge is handled
by the initialization of Algorithm 2: the price of each non-leaf
category is set to −V , and the price of each leaf category is set to a
number which is at most −V , computed such that the price-sum in
each path from a root to a leaf is the same.
(b) Selecting which prices to increase is handled by Algorithm 3.
It is a recursive algorithm: if the forest contains only a single category
(a root with no children), then of course this category is selected.
Otherwise, in each tree, either its root category or its children are
selected for increase. The selection is based on the number of agents
of each category д who are currently in the market. We denote this
number by mд := |MG |.
We denote the root category of a tree by д0 . The algorithm first
compares mд0 to the sum of the mд for all children of д0 (which is
denoted by cд0 ). If mд0 is larger, then the price selected for increase
is the price of д0 ; Otherwise (cд0 is larger or equal), the prices to

Example Run

We illustrate Algorithm 2 using the example in Table 1, where
the recipe set is R = {(1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)} and the recipe-forest
contains the single tree shown in Figure 1(a). The execution is shown
in Table 3.
Step 1. The initialization step ensures that (a) the initial sum of
prices is the same in each recipe; (b) the price in each category is
lower than the lowest possible value of an agent in this category,
which we denoted by −V . In the example, the initial prices are
−V , −2V , −V , −V , and the price-sum of all recipes is −3V .
Step 2. The categories whose price should be increased are determined using Algorithm 3. In the example, the numbers of remaining
traders are 6, 4, 3, 3. Since 6 < 4 + 3, the price of the root category
(the buyers) is not increased. In the first branch, the seller-price is
selected for increase. In the second branch, there is a tie between

Table 3: Execution of Algorithm 2 on market from Table 1
Category counts
6, 4, 3, 3
6, 4, 3, 2
6, 4, 2, 2
6, 3, 2, 2
5, 3, 2, 2
5, 3, 2, 1
5, 2, 2, 1
4, 2, 2, 1
4, 2, 1, 1

G∗

Price-increase stops when

New prices

Price-sum

2, 4
2, 3
2, 4
1
2, 4
2, 3
1
2, 3
1

[Initialization]
B-producer −6 exits
A-producer −5 exits
seller −10 exits
buyer 2 exits
B-producer −4 exits
seller −8 exits
buyer 6 exits
A-producer −3 exits
price-sum crosses zero

−V , −2V , −V , −V
−V , −V − 6, −V , −6
−V , −11, −5, −6
−V , −10, −5, −5
2, −10, −5, −5
2, −9, −5, −4
2, −8, −4, −4
6, −8, −4, −4
6, −7, −3, −4
7, −7, −3, −4

−3V
−2V − 6
−V − 11
−V − 10
−8
−7
−6
−2
−1
0

the A-producer and the B-producer, which is broken in favor of the
child. Therefore, the chosen set G ∗ is {2, 4} = {seller, B-producer}.
Step 3. The auctioneer increases the prices of each category д∗ ∈
by 1/rд ∗ , until one agent of some category д∗ ∈ G ∗ indicates that
his value is not higher than the price, and leaves the trade. The price
never skips any agent’s integer value, because the initial category
price was a big negative integer number (−V ) and the increment is
done always by 1/rд so the category price visits every integer from
−V to the current category price. In the example, the first agent who
answers “no” is B-producer −6. While p4 has increased to −6, p2
has increased to −V − 6, so the price-sum in all recipes remains the
same: −2V − 6. After B-producer −6 is removed, we return to step
2 to choose a new set of prices to increase. The algorithm keeps
executing steps 2 and 3 as described in Table 3. Finally, while the
algorithm increases p1 , before buyer 9 exits the trade, the price-sum
in all recipes becomes 0 and the algorithm proceeds to step 4.

G∗

Step 4. The final trade is determined by Algorithm 4. In the example, a randomized vertical contraction is first done between the
A-producers and B-producers. Since there is one A-producer −1 and
one B-producer −1, none of them has to be removed, and the combined category now has a single pair. Next, a horizontal contraction
is done between the pair of producers and the remaining two sellers.
This results in a combined category of size 3. Finally, a randomized
vertical contraction is done between this combined category and the
buyers’ category. Since there are 4 remaining buyers, but only 3 sets
in the child category, one of the buyers is chosen at random and
removed from trade. Finally, three deals are made: two deals follow
the recipe (1, 1, 0, 0) and involve a buyer and a seller, and one deal
follows the recipe (1, 0, 1, 1) and involves a buyer, an A-producer
and a B-producer.

5

ASCENDING AUCTION PROPERTIES

Due to space constraints, most proofs are in Appendix B.
A crucial feature of our mechanism is that the price-sum along
each path from the same node to a leaf is constant.

P ROOF. Given a fixed priority-ordering on the agents, consider
the deterministic variant of the algorithm in which, in step 3 of Algorithm 4, instead of the randomized vertical contraction, the removed
agents in each category are selected deterministically by the fixed
agent ordering. Algorithm 2 is a lottery on such deterministic mechanisms, where the agent ordering is selected uniformly at random.
Therefore, to prove that the randomized mechanism satisfies a property universally, it is sufficient to prove that each such deterministic
variant satisfies this property.
Strong budget balance holds since by Lemma 5.1 (applied to
the root category), the price-sum for all recipes remains the same
throughout the execution, and the algorithm stops whenever this sum
becomes 0. Individual rationality holds since i ∈ Nд may remain
in the market only if vi ≥ pд . To prove obvious-truthfulness, we
consider an agent i ∈ Nд who is asked whether vi > pд , and check
the two possible cases:
• Case 1: vi > pд . If the agent answers truthfully “yes”, then
his lowest possible utility is 0 (since the mechanism is IR). If
the agent answers untruthfully “no”, then his highest possible
utility is 0 since he is immediately removed from trade and
cannot return.
• Case 2: vi ≤ pд . If the agent answers truthfully “no”, then
his lowest possible utility is 0 (since he is removed from trade
immediately). If the agent answers untruthfully “yes”, then
his highest possible utility is 0, since the utility is vi − pд and
the price can only increase.
In both cases, the lowest possible utility of a truthful agent is at least
the highest possible utility of a non-truthful agent.
□
We now show that the ascending auction attains an asymptotically
optimal GFT. The analysis assumes that the valuations are generic
— the sum of valuations in every subset of agents is unique. In
particular, the optimal trade is unique. This is a relatively mild
assumption, since every instance can be modified to have generic
valuations, as explained by Babaioff and Walsh [7].
First, choose a sufficiently large constant W ≥ n + 1 and replace
each value vi by 2W · vi . This scaling obviously has no effect on the
optimal or the actual trade. Then, arbitrarily assign a unique integer
index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} to every agent, and set vi′ := 2W · vi + 2i .
Now the sum of valuations in every agent subset is unique, since
the n least significant bits in its binary representation are unique.
P
P
Moreover, for every subset I ⊆ N , i ∈I vi′ ≈ 2W i ∈I vi plus some
“noise” smaller than 2n+1 ≤ 2W .
Therefore, the optimal trade in the new instance corresponds to
one of the optimal trades in the original instance, with the GFT
multiplied by 2W . If the constant W is sufficiently large, the “noise”
has a negligible effect on the GFT.

The economic properties of the auction are summarized in the
following theorems.

Definition 5.3. (a) The number of deals in the optimal trade is
denoted by k.
(b) For each recipe r ∈ R, the number of deals in the optimal trade
P
corresponding to r is denoted by k r (so k = r∈R k r ).
(c) The smallest positive number of deals of a single recipe in the
optimal trade is denoted by k min := minr∈R,kr >0 k r .

T HEOREM 5.2. Algorithm 2 is universally strongly budget balanced, individually-rational and obviously truthful.

T HEOREM 5.4. The expected GFT of the ascending-price auction of Section 4 is at least 1 − 1/k min of the optimal GFT.

L EMMA 5.1. Throughout Algorithm 2, for any category д ∈ G,
the price-sum along any path from д to a leaf is the same for all
paths.

To prove Theorem 5.4 we need several definitions. For every
category д ∈ G:
(*) kд := the number of deals in the optimal trade containing an
agent from Nд (equivalently: the number of deals whose recipe-path
passes through д). If д is the root category then kд = k. If д is any
non-leaf category then
X
kд =
kд ′ .
(1)
д ′ is a child of д

In the Table 3 market, kд for categories 1,2,3,4 equals 4, 2, 2, 2 respectively.
(*) vд,kд := the value of the kд -th highest trader in Nд — the
lowest value of a trader that participates in the optimal trade. In
the Table 3 market, vд,kд for categories 1,2,3,4 equals 9, −5, −3, −4
respectively. Note that, in any path from the root to a leaf, the sum of
vд,kд is positive — otherwise we could remove the PS composed of
the agents corresponding to this path, and get a trade with a higher
GFT.
(*) vд,kд +1 := the highest value of a trader that does not participate in the optimal trade (or −V if no such trader exists). In the
Table 3 market, vд,kд +1 for categories 1,2,3,4 equals 6, −8, −5, −6
respectively. Note that, in any path from the root to a leaf, the sum
of vд,kд +1 is at most 0 — otherwise we could add the corresponding
PS and get a trade with a higher GFT.
Recall that, during the auction, mд := |Mд | = the number of
agents of category д currently in the market (whose value is larger
than pд ), and
X
cд :=
mд ′ .
(2)
д ′ is a child of д

When the algorithm starts, mд ≥ kд for all д ∈ G, since all participants of the optimal trade are in the market. Similarly, cд ≥ kд . In
contrast to equation (1), mд and cд need not be equal. By adding
dummy agents with value −V + 1 to some categories, we can guarantee that, when the algorithm starts, mд = cд for all non-leaf
categories д ∈ G. For example, in the Table 3 market it is sufficient
to add a buyer with value −V + 1. This addition does not affect the
optimal trade, since no PS in the optimal trade would contain agents
with such low values. It does not affect the actual trade either, since
the price-sum is negative as long as there are dummy agents in the
market. Once mд = cд , we show that these values remain close to
each other throughout the algorithm:
L EMMA 5.5. For all non-leaf categories д ∈ G,
cд ≤ mд ≤ cд + 1.
Definition 5.6. Given a price-vector p, a subset G ′ ⊆ G is called:
(a) Cheap — if pд ≤ vд,kд +1 for all д ∈ G ′ ;
(b) Expensive — if pд ≥ vд,kд for all д ∈ G ′ .
We apply Definition 5.6 to paths in trees in the recipe-forest
T . Intuitively, in a cheap path, the prices are sufficiently low to
allow the participation of agents not from the optimal trade, while
in an expensive path, the prices are sufficiently high to allow the
participation of agents only from the optimal trade.
Lemmas B.1 - B.5 show some cases when Cheap and Expensive
paths can and cannot exist in certain forest-trees. These lemmas are
then used to prove Lemma B.6: when Alg. 2 ends, mд ∈ {kд , kд − 1}

for all д ∈ G. With Lemma B.6, we prove our main theorem. Lemmas
B.1 - B.6 and their proofs appear in Appendix B.3.
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 5.4. By Lemma B.6, each recipe r ∈ R
with k r = 0 does not participate in the trade at all. For each recipe
r ∈ R with k r > 0, for each category д in r, all kд optimal traders of
д, except maybe the lowest-valued one, participate in the final trade.
Therefore, in the random selection of the final traders (Algorithm 4),
at least kд −1 random deals are performed out of the kд optimal deals.
Hence, the approximation ratio of the GFT coming from recipe r
alone is at least 1 − 1/k r of the optimum. Taking the minimum over
all recipes yields the ratio claimed in the theorem.
□

6

EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated the performance of our ascending auction using simulation experiments. For these preliminary experiments, we used
the recipe-forest R = {(1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)}, which contains a single tree with only binary recipes and two paths (N 1 −→ N 2 and
N 1 −→ N 3 −→ N 4 ). In the future we plan to do experiments with
larger forests and non-binary recipes. For several values of n ≤ 1000,
we constructed a market with n agents of each category д. The agents’
values were chosen at random as explained below. For each n, we
made 1000 runs and averaged the results. We split the values among
the categories uniformly at random, so each category has n values.

6.1

Agents’ Values

We conducted two experiments. In the first experiment, the value of
each buyer (root category) was selected uniformly at random from
[1, 1000], and the value of each trader from the other three categories
was selected uniformly at random from [−1, −1000].
In the second experiment, the values were selected based on real
stocks prices on Yahoo’s stock market site using 33 stocks. For each
stock, we collected the prices from every day from the inception of
the stock until September 2020. Every day the stock has 4 values:
Open, Close, High and Low. All price values are multiplied by
1000, so they can be represented as integers, to avoid floating-point
rounding errors. On each stock, we collected all the price values and
used those price values as agents’ values at random. For the non-root
categories, the values were multiplied by −1. There were more than
1000 values for each category.

6.2

Number of Deals and Gain From Trade

In each run, we calculated k (the number of deals in the optimal
trade), k min , k max (recipe minimum and maximum number of deals
in the optimal trade), 1 − k 1 (the theoretical lower bound ratio)
min
and OGFT (the optimal gain-from-trade). We found that the average
value of k was approximately 0.6n. For the ascending-price mechanism, we calculated k ′ (the actual number of deals done by the
mechanism), k min ′ , k max ′ (the actual recipe minimum and maximum number of deals done by the mechanism) and the GFT (the
actual gain-from-trade of deals done by the mechanism).

6.3

Results and Conclusions

The results from the stock-prices experiment are presented in Table
4 and in Figure 2. The results from the uniform-random experiment

Table 4: Results with stock-market prices and the recipe-forest R = {(1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)}.

n
2
4
6
10
16
26
50
100
500
1000

k
1.11
2.27
3.43
5.78
9.32
15.19
29.34
58.77
294.16
588.46

k min
1.00
1.56
1.89
2.46
3.36
5.05
9.49
18.86
90.59
176.99

Optimal
k max 1 − k 1
min
1.00
6.592
1.83
24.051
2.65
30.710
4.31
42.567
6.79
56.172
10.91
69.904
20.77
83.685
41.35
91.395
206.05
96.664
411.96
97.440

OG FT
106323.0
231902.7
348117.4
594618.4
953490.8
1563658.4
3010702.2
6037200.9
30271280.7
60588937.5

Percentage (%)

k min ′
0.48
1.35
1.93
2.63
3.42
4.88
9.13
18.50
91.92
178.03

Ascending Price
k max ′
%k ′
G FT
0.48 37.24
60563.5
1.38 65.02
194877.0
2.22 74.39
322155.4
3.89 83.53
578495.9
6.37 89.46
943732.1
10.50 93.45
1557792.5
20.37 96.56
3007474.9
40.95 98.25
6035460.2
205.66 99.61 30270801.8
411.59 99.79 60588643.6

%G FT
43.473
80.655
90.531
96.269
98.473
99.401
99.831
99.953
99.997
99.999
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Figure 2: Graph of results from Table 4.
are presented in Appendix in Table 5 and in Figure 3. The highlights
of both experiments are similar:
• The actual number of maximum trades (k max ′ ) is very near
k max − 0.5, and the actual number of trades (k ′ ) is very near
k − 1. That is, the mechanism loses, on average, half a deal
per recipe, and one deal overall. In contrast, theoretically, the
mechanism might lose up to one deal per recipe (see the proof
of Theorem 5.4)1 .
• For the optimal trade, we have k ≈ 3n/5 where approximately
n/5 optimal deals use one recipe and 2n/5 optimal deals use
the other recipe, i.e., k min ≈ n/5 and k max ≈ 2n/5. Note
that for small values of n, sometimes there are optimal deals
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Therefore, for small n the average of k min plus the average of
k max may be larger than the average of k.
• The actual GFT of the ascending auction is much higher than
the theoretical lower bound 1 − 1/k min of the optimum. For
example, when n = 10 (and k min ≤ 3), the theoretical lower
bound is less than 50%, but the ascending-price auction attains
more than 95%. It surpasses 99.9% already for n ≥ 100.
′
min might be higher than k min . This happens because in some iterations there
might be zero actual deals in one recipe. In that case, the k min ′ gets the value of
k max ′ = k ′ which is the only recipe that has a number of deals greater than 0.
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APPENDIX
A MORE RELATED WORK
A.1 Supply Chain Management
Chaib-Draa and Müller [12] provide a comprehensive survey of
multiagent methods related to supply-chain management. The most
general supply-chain auction we are aware of is the trade-reduction
mechanism of Babaioff and Walsh [6, 7]. They allow procurement
sets of multiple recipes. Their model differs from ours in several
respects:
(a) They distinguish between “producer markets” and “consumer
markets”, with “goods” moving between markets, and impose constraints on the demand and supply of agents in each market. In
contrast, our model is abstract and considers only the general notion
of a “category”, with no specific distinction between producers and
consumers, and does not require the notion of a “good”.
(b) Their “Unique Manufacturing Technology” requirement forbids some markets that are covered by our model, such as a market
with one consumer-category and two producer-categories with the
two recipes (1, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 1); see [6] Section 6.
(c) On the other hand, they allow recipes with multiple units, such
as (2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and (2, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1); see [6] Figure 1.
(d) Their auction is WBB and truthful, while ours is SBB and
obviously-truthful.

A.2

Two-Sided Markets

Two-sided markets have been extensively studied since the seminal
work of [28]. Recently, [33] presented a SBB variant of McAfee’s
mechanism, with similar GFT guarantees. Their mechanism may
remove up to one buyer from the optimal trade, and it is the buyer
with the lowest value among the buyers in the optimal trade. [11]
presented two simple mechanism that are IR, truthful, and WBB,
and obtain, in expectation, at least half of the expected GFT of the
second-best efficiency benchmark.
[3] present approximation results for the double-auction setting
and for double-auction with some added constraints on the pairs
of agents who can trade with each other. [20] have studied similar
double-sided setting to that of [3] however their constraints are
applied on each side of the market separately. [4] show a strong
analogue to the result of Bulow-Klemperer for welfare in two-sided
markets rather than revenue in auctions.
[13] consider a supply-chain auction with a sole buyer and single item-kind, but there are different producers in different supplylocations. The buyer needs a different quantity of the item in different
demand-locations. The buyer conducts a reverse auction and has to
pay, in addition to the cost of production, also the cost of transportation from the supply-locations to the demand-locations. They do not
guarantee SBB. [22] generalized the above settings to a unified trade
reduction procedure.
[29] designs fixed price SBB double auction under the assumptions that the buyer’s distribution dominates the seller’s distribution
or that there is exponential distribution. Our result does not assume
knowledge of the distribution of participating categories. Additionally, we also allow for any number of categories in each recipe, as
opposed to two as well as for multiple recipes to simultaneously
trade.

[9, 15, 16] also presents SBB auctions. [9, 15] auctions target
double-sided and [16] target combinatorial markets. However, their
goal is to maximize social welfare as opposed to our goal which
is maximizing gain from trade2 . Thus their mechanisms are not
asymptotically-optimal for gain from trade. They also require a prior
on the agents’ valuations. Similarly to [16], [8] present two-sided
combinatorial market solution. [8]’s solution is WBB unlike our
SBB solution and maximize social welfare as opposed to our goal
which is maximizing gain from trade.
[10] present a mechanism that obtains in expectation at least 1/e
of the first-best GFT. However, they assume the buyer’s valuation
is drawn from a distribution satisfying the monotone hazard rate
condition. In contrast our result does not assume knowledge of the
distribution of participating categories, let alone a specific distribution.
The present work handles multiple categories of agents, but each
agent is single-parametric. An orthogonal line of work ([21], [34],
[35]) remains with two agent categories (buyers and sellers), but
aims to handle multi-parametric agents.

A.3

Iterative One-Sided Auctions

Ascending-price auctions have been developed for various subsets of
combinatorial valuations, such as unit demand [19], homogeneous
goods [1], submodular buyers [2], and general valuations [18, 30].
However, all these auctions are for a single-sided market. This means
that each deal requires only a single strategic agent (the seller is not
strategic and not considered a part of the mechanism). The challenge
in our multi-sided market is that each deal requires multiple strategic
agents. Moreover, in combinatorial ascending auctions, the efficient
outcome is attained only in equilibrium, see e.g. Mishra and Parkes
[30] and Iwasaki et al. [24]. In contrast, our auction attaina an almostefficient outcome in dominant strategies.

B

PROOFS OF ASCENDING AUCTION
PROPERTIES

For the following proofs, the following notation is used:
• C HILDREN (д) := the child nodes of the node д in its tree.
• PATH (д1 → д2 ) := the nodes in the path from д1 to д2 , inclusive.
• D EPTH (д) := the distance between the node д and the root of
its tree. The depth of a root is defined as 0.
• H EIGHT (д) := the largest distance between the node д and a
leaf of its tree. The height of a leaf is defined as 0.
• D EPTH (д) := the distance between д and the root of its tree.
• M AX D EPTH := maxд is a leaf D EPTH (д).

2 When

optimizing GFT we optimize the difference between the total value of the sold
items for the buyers and the total value of these items for the sellers. When optimizing
social welfare in a market we optimize the sum of the buying agents’ valuations plus the
sum of the unsold items’ value held by selling agents at the end of trade. Despite their
conceptual similarity, the two objectives are rather different in approximation. In many
cases the social welfare approximation is close to the optimal social welfare solution;
however, the gain from trade approximation may not be within any constant factor of
the optimal gain from trade.

B.1

Lemma 5.1

L EMMA 1. Throughout Algorithm 2, for any category д ∈ G, the
price-sum along any path from д to a leaf is an integer, and it is the
same for all paths.
P ROOF. After the initialization step, the price-sum in all paths
from д to a leaf is equal: −V · (M AX D EPTH − D EPTH (д) + 1). The
selection of prices to increase (Algorithm 3) guarantees that, for any
д ∈ G, one of the following holds: either (a) no descendant of д is
selected, or (b) exactly one node is selected in any path from д to a
leaf. Algorithm 2 increases all selected prices simultaneously by the
same amount; therefore the price-sum remains equal.
□

B.2

Lemma 5.5

L EMMA 2. For all non-leaf categories д ∈ G,
cд ≤ mд ≤ cд + 1.
P ROOF. The proof is by induction on the algorithm steps. Before
the first step mд = cд so the claim holds.
In each step, if mд = cд then Algorithm 3 never selects pд for
increase. Hence, Algorithm 2 never removes agents from Mд , so
cд ≤ mд still holds. It may remove an agent from a child of д, but
since at most one agent is removed in each step, mд ≤ cд + 1 still
holds after the removal.
If mд = cд + 1, then the algorithm never increases prices and
never removes agents from children of д, so mд ≤ cд + 1 still holds;
it may remove at most one agent from Mд , so cд ≤ mд holds.
□

B.3

Lemmas B.1 - B.6

L EMMA B.1. Let д1 , д2 be two children of the same node дp ∈ T .
There cannot be simultaneously a cheap path from д1 to a leaf and
an expensive path from д2 to a leaf.
P ROOF. Let q 1 be the price-sum along the cheap path from д1 to
a leaf, and q 2 the price-sum along the expensive path from д2 to a
leaf. By definition of cheap and expensive paths, q 1 is the GFT of
a part of non-optimal PS, and q 2 is the GFT of a part of an optimal
PS; therefore q 1 < q 2 . In particular, q 1 , q 2 . But since both paths
are children of the same node д, this contradicts Lemma 5.1.
□
L EMMA B.2. If mд ≤ kд − 1 for some д ∈ G, then there is an
expensive path from д to a leaf.
P ROOF. The fact that mд ≤ kд − 1 means that pд ≥ vд,kд , so the
condition for an expensive path holds for д itself. To show that it
holds for a path from д to a leaf, we apply induction on H EIGHT (д).
If H EIGHT (д) = 0 (i.e., д itself is a leaf), then the claim is obvious.
Otherwise, by Lemma 5.5,
X
X
*.
mд′ +/ = cд ≤ mд ≤ kд − 1 = *.
kд′ +/ − 1
′ is a child of д
′ is a child of д
д
д
,
,
Therefore, there is at least one child д ′ of д for which mд′ ≤ kд′ − 1.
Since H EIGHT (д ′ ) < H EIGHT (д), by the induction assumption there
is an expensive path from д ′ to a leaf. Prepending д to this path yields
an expensive path from д to a leaf.
□
L EMMA B.3. If mд ≥ kд + 1 for some д ∈ G, then there is a
cheap path from д to a leaf.

P ROOF. The fact that mд ≥ kд + 1 means that pд ≤ vд,kд +1 , so
the condition for a cheap path holds for д itself. To show that it holds
for a path from д to a leaf, we apply induction on H EIGHT (д). If
H EIGHT (д) = 0 then the claim is obvious. Otherwise, there are two
cases.
Case #1: д has a child д ′ for which mд′ ≥ kд′ + 1. Then by
the induction assumption there is a cheap path from д ′ to a leaf;
prepending д to this path yields a cheap path from д to a leaf.
Case #2: mд′ ≤ kд′ for all children д ′ of д. Then cд ≤ kд ≤
mд − 1. By Lemma 5.5 we must in fact have cд = mд − 1 = kд ,
so mд′ = kд′ for all children д ′ of д. Now, let us look back at
the history of price-increases made by the algorithm, and identify
the most recent price-increase in a descendant of д (a category
in the subtree below д). Before this price-increase, cд = mд had
necessarily held (since otherwise Algorithm 3 would not have chosen
a descendant of д for increase). So this price-increase must have been
in a child д ′ of д, which before this increase had mд′ = kд′ + 1. Since
H EIGHT (д ′ ) < H EIGHT (д), by the induction assumption there was
an cheap path from д ′ to a leaf. The price-increase of д ′ stopped
at the moment when agent kд′ + 1 was removed from Mд′ , i.e., it
stopped at pд′ = vд′,kд′ +1 ; therefore, the same path from д ′ to a leaf
is still cheap. Prepending д to this path yields a cheap path from д to
a leaf.
□
j k
L EMMA B.4. If mд ≥ kд + 1 for some д ∈ G, then there is a
cheap path from the root to a leaf (through д).
P ROOF. By Lemma B.3 there is a cheap path from д to a leaf.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that there is a cheap path from the
root to д. The proof is by induction on D EPTH (д). If D EPTH (д) = 0
(i.e., д itself is the root), then the claim is obvious. Otherwise, let дp
be the parent of д. Otherwise, let дp be the parent of д.
Case #1: mдp ≥ kдp + 1. Since D EPTH (дp ) < D EPTH (д), by
the induction assumption there is a cheap path from the root to дp ;
appending д to this path yields a cheap path from the root to д.
Case #2: mдp ≤ kдp . Lemma 5.5 implies:
X
X
mд′ = cдp ≤ mдp ≤ kдp =
kд ′
д ′ is a child of дp

д ′ is a child of дp

Removing from both sides the term corresponding to д (which is a
child of дp ) yields:
X
X
*.
mд′ +/ ≤ *.
kд′ +/ − 1
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д
д
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- ,
Therefore, there is at least one child д ′ of дp for which mд′ ≤ kд′ − 1.
By Lemma B.2, there is an expensive path from д ′ to a leaf. But
by Lemma B.3, there is a cheap path from д — which is a sibling
of д ′ — to a leaf. By Lemma B.1, these two paths cannot exist
simultaneously; hence, Case #2 is not possible.
□
L EMMA B.5. If mд ≤ kд − 1 for some д ∈ G, and Algorithm 3
decides to increase the price of д or a descendant of д, then (even
before the increase) there is an expensive path from the root to a leaf
(through д).
P ROOF. By Lemma B.2, mд ≤ kд − 1 implies that there is an
expensive path from д to a leaf. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove
that there is an expensive path from the root to д. The proof is by

induction on D EPTH (д). If D EPTH (д) = 0 (i.e., д itself is the root),
then the claim is obvious. Otherwise, let дp be the parent of д. There
are two cases.
Case #1: mдp ≤ kдp − 1. Since D EPTH (дp ) < D EPTH (д), by the
induction assumption there is an expensive path from root to дp ;
appending д to this path yields an expensive path from root to д.
Case #2: mдp ≥ kдp . The fact that Algorithm 3 decides to increase
the price of д ′ or a descendant of it implies that that cдp ≥ mдp .
Therefore:
X
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Removing from both sides the term corresponding to д (which is a
child of дp ) yields:
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Figure 3: Graph of results from Table 5.

Therefore, there is at least one child д ′ of дp for which mд′ ≥ kд′ + 1.
By Lemma B.3, there is a cheap path from д ′ to a leaf. But by
Lemma B.2, there is an expensive path from д — which is a sibling
of д ′ — to a leaf. By Lemma B.1, these two paths cannot exist
simultaneously; hence, Case #2 is not possible.
□

matching that contains at least C edges. This problem is known to
be NP-hard [26] and MAX-SNP-hard [25].
Given an instance H = (V , E) of 3-D matching, construct an
instance of the GFT problem as follows.
•
•
•
•

L EMMA B.6. When Alg. 2 ends, mд ∈ {kд , kд − 1} for all д ∈ G.
P ROOF. The proof is by contradiction.
First, suppose that mд ≥ kд + 1 for some д ∈ G. By Lemma
B.4, there is a cheap path from the root to a leaf; denote the set of
categories along this path by G ′ . The sum of prices of categories
д ∈ G ′ is the GFT of a non-optimal PS, which is negative. As long
as the price-sum is negative, the algorithm does not terminate.
Second, suppose that mд ≤ kд − 2 for some д ∈ G. Since at
most a single agent is removed in each iteration, this means that the
algorithm decided to increase the price of д while mд was equal to
kд − 1. By Lemma B.5, at that point there existed an expensive path
from the root to a leaf; denote the set of categories along this path by
G ′ . The sum of prices of categories д ∈ G ′ is the GFT of an optimal
PS, which is positive. However, the price-sum increases by a single
unit each round, and the algorithm terminates when the price-sum
hits zero, so the price-sum can never be positive.
□

C

HARDNESS OF GENERAL RECIPE SETS

To illustrate the difficulty of handling general recipe-sets, we prove
that calculating the optimal trade, even without strategic considerations, is MAX-SNP-hard. This implies that, for some constant, it
is hard to compute a constant-factor approximation of the optimal
GFT.
T HEOREM C.1. The following problem is MAX-SNP-hard. Given
a set N of agents with known integer valuations, a set G of categories,
a set R of recipes, and an integer C, decide whether there exists a
feasible trade in which the GFT is at least C.
P ROOF. The proof is by reduction from 3-dimensional matching,
which is the following decision problem: given a 3-uniform hypergraph H = (V , E) (a hypergraph in which each edge in E contains
3 vertices of V ) and a positive integer C, decide whether H has a

There is a category for each vertex: G = V .
Each category contains a single agent.
The value of every agent is 1/3.
There is a recipe re for each edge e ∈ E, defined as follows:


 1 i ∈ e,
rie := 
 0 otherwise.

Since H is 3-uniform, each recipe contains exactly 3 ones and the
other elements are zero. Therefore, the GFT of every PS is 3·1/3 = 1,
and the GFT of every trade equals the number of trading PS. Since
each category contains a single agent, each category must appear
in at most one PS. Therefore, every feasible trade corresponds to a
matching in H and vice-versa, so the problems are equivalent. □
Note that the best known polytime algorithm for 3-D matching
attains 3/4 of the optimum [17], and it is NP-hard to attain 94/95 of
the optimum [14]. this illustrates the kind of approximation to the
GFT that we can hope to obtain for general recipe-sets. Developing obviously-truthful mechanisms that attain such constant-factor
approximations is an interesting future work direction.

D

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The dependence of Theorem 5.4 on k min may appear weak, but it is
the best possible. Consider a recipe-forest with five categories and
two recipes: (dummy, buyer1, seller1) and (dummy, buyer2, seller2).
The dummy category contains infinitely-many agents with value 0;
the (buyer1, seller1) categories contain k max pairs with a GFT of
1; the (buyer2, seller2) categories contain k min pairs with a GFT of
k max 2 . Here, OPT = k max + k min ∗ k max 2 . It is clearly equivalent
to two independent two-sided markets: the (buyer1 ,seller1) market
with OPT = k max and the (buyer2, seller2) market with OPT ≫
k max . The approximation ratio of any mechanism is dominated by
the ratio on the (buyer2, seller2) market, which by McAfee [28] is at
most 1 − 1/k min (while our approximation ratio is 1 − 2/(k min + 1)).

Table 5: Results with random prices and the recipe-forest R = {(1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 1)}.
Optimal
n
2
4
6
10
16
26
50
100
500
1000

k

k min

k max

1.13
2.38
3.58
5.92
9.52
15.48
29.97
59.65
300.02
600.15

1.00
1.42
1.61
1.98
3.04
5.03
9.91
19.75
99.59
199.13

1.00
1.79
2.63
4.17
6.51
10.45
20.06
39.89
200.42
401.01

Ascending Price
1

1− k
min
0.596
29.725
38.233
49.647
67.148
80.139
89.911
94.939
98.995
99.497

OGFT

k′

449.9
1051.0
1665.4
2776.1
4581.6
7640.8
14847.0
29613.3
149554.5
299470.6

0.47
1.49
2.61
4.91
8.53
14.48
29.00
58.66
299.02
599.13

Our ascending auction requires acyclic graphs. Economically, the
case where cycles are allowed is not sensible. Consider a recipe-tree
with one parent node and two child nodes. The tree represents two
different recipes, each with a parent node category that complements
a child node category. The two recipes have mutually substitutable
child nodes. Introducing a cycle, i.e., connecting the two child nodes
in the graph to form a recipe, would create categories that simultaneously complement and substitute each other. Economically, such a
recipe model is unavailing.

′

k min

k max ′

%k ′

GFT

%GFT

0.47
1.30
1.77
1.94
2.63
4.41
9.33
19.16
98.99
198.54

0.47
1.33
2.17
3.74
6.10
10.06
19.66
39.49
200.02
400.59

41.86
62.65
72.87
82.99
89.58
93.49
96.74
98.34
99.66
99.82

254.7
833.8
1468.7
2630.5
4488.8
7578.8
14818.1
29597.9
149551.3
299468.9

56.614
79.329
88.191
94.756
97.974
99.188
99.805
99.948
99.997
99.999

From a theoretical perspective, it may be interesting to study
other natural settings in which the optimal GFT can be computed
efficiently. For example, if every recipe in R has exactly two 1-s and
the other elements are 0, then the optimal GFT can be found using a
maximum-weight matching algorithm. Is it possible to construct an
efficient ascending auction for such cases?

